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Weirdos 
Weirdos, dreamers always live with 

us on this earth.
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Our world strives for rationality 
and pragmatism.



However, despite all its efforts, there 
have always been...



...and will be people on earth for whom 
all this is not important. 



They're interested in something 
completely different. 



We often look down on them and smile 
when we see them because their interests 

seem a bit funny or weird to us.



However, are we really sure that 
they're weirdos…



...but not us?



If we're sure, then let's try to answer the 
question: what is the cost of one smile?



Well, or what is the price of 
one thought...



  ...for example, about the 
meaning of life? 



And, about love... how can we measure it...



 ... or what does the material 
equivalent of love look like?



Do we have 
undeniable 
answers to 

these 
questions?



Maybe there is nothing more or less 
significant in these concepts,



...but all these things are equally 
important for a person, perhaps the 

only difference lies just in their shades?



And, sometimes every "color" is very 
important to each of us.



In everyday life, different weirdos, 
dreamers, storytellers open gates for us...



... to a new world, very interesting and unusual. 
Then, suddenly, it turns out that we've always 

lived beside it but had never seen it before.



Their unusual views, stories, books... 



... gives 
people 

fairytales 
for 

hundreds 
of years. If 

there 
wasn't any 
of this on 

earth, 



... who knows what world we 
would have today?



Of course, we shouldn't be afraid of new 
things coming into our lives. 



Beautiful is better than ugly, cozy is 
better than uncomfortable - it's silly to 

argue with that.  



However, we should also 
understand...



...that this is not the only thing 
people need.



In fact, we need no less, and even more 
of, for example, love,



               ...
friendship,



...creativity 
and 

harmony.



And, also, sometimes it’s good for people 
to think about all these things…




